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MOTION FOR A EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT RESOLUTION

on Active dialogue with citizens on Europe
(2008/2224(INI))

The European Parliament,

 having regard to the Joint Declaration "Communicating Europe in Partnership" signed on 
22 October 2008,

 having regard to the Communication from the Commission of 2 March 2008 ‘Debate 
Europe – Building on the Experience of Plan D for Democracy, Dialogue and Debate’
(COM(2008)0158),

 having regard to the Communication from the Commission ‘Communicating Europe 
through audiovisual media’ (SEC(2008)0506),

 having regard to the Communication from the Commission ‘Communicating about 
Europe via the Internet – Engaging the citizens’ (SEC(2007)1742),

 having regard to the Communication from the Commission of 3 October 2007
‘Communicating Europe in Partnership’ (COM(2007)0569),

 having regard to Decision No 1904/2006/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 12 December 2006 establishing for the period 2007 to 2013 the programme 
‘Europe for Citizens’ to promote active European citizenship1,

 having regard to its resolution of 16 November 2006 on the White Paper on a European 
communication policy2,

 having regard to the Communication from the Commission of 1 February 2006 ‘White 
Paper on a European Communication Policy’ (COM(2006)0035),

 having regard to the Communication from the Commission of 13 October 2005 ‘The 
Commission’s contribution to the period of reflection and beyond: Plan-D for 
Democracy, Dialogue and Debate’ (COM(2005)0494),

 having regard to its resolution of 12 May 2005 on the implementation of the European 
Union’s information and communication strategy3,

 having regard to Rule 45 of its Rules of Procedure,

 having regard to the report of the Committee on Culture and Education and the opinions 
of the Committee on Constitutional Affairs, the Committee on the Internal Market and 

                                               
1 OJ L 378, 27.12.2006, p.32.
2  OJ C 314 E, 21.12.2006, p.369..
3 OJ C 92 E, 20.4.2006, p.403.
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Consumer Protection and the Committee on Women's Rights and Gender Equality (A6-
0000/20058)

A. whereas after the rejection of the Constitutional Treaty in France and the Netherlands, 
53,4% of the Irish people voted in a referendum against ratification of the Treaty of 
Lisbon and whereas people with an inadequate understanding of European Union 
policies or of the Treaties are more likely to oppose them, 

B. whereas the Eurobarometer 69 survey showed that 52% of Union citizens clearly still 
believe that their home country’s membership of the EU is a good thing, a mere 14% 
believing the contrary,  

C. whereas a separate Commissioner for communication strategy was appointed for the first 
time in 2004, although no communication policy as such has yet been adopted due to the 
lack of a proper legal basis in the Treaties,

1. Recalls that surveys show that the less educated and less affluent a Union citizen is, the 
more likely he will be to oppose further European integration, which indicates that the 
European idea, in spite of all previous efforts, mainly reaches the well-educated, wealthy 
segment of European society;

2. Urges the Commission to extend its dialogue to new target groups by designing 
communication plans that can involve people living in smaller towns and villages, the 
working class and retired people in EU affairs; therefore proposes a two-phase approach 
to enhance the dialogue between the European Union and its citizens by first providing 
information and then facilitating debate with and among informed citizens;

3. Stresses the importance of swiftly completing ratification of the Lisbon Treaty, which 
will further increase the transparency of the EU and the involvement of citizens in 
decision-making processes; 

4. Welcomes the abovementioned Joint Declaration 'Communicating Europe in Partnership',
which sets out clear objectives for the improvement of EU communication on the part of 
the European Parliament, the Council and Commission and the Member States;

5. Recommends the extension of the Erasmus, Leonardo da Vinci, Grundtvig and Comenius 
programmes to less affluent citizens to facilitate their mobility within the EU; draws 
attention to the fact that less affluent citizens currently cannot afford to participate in 
these programmes;

6. Calls on the Commission to promote a common one-year school course on the history of 
Europe after 1945, the history of European integration and the functioning of the EU, 
consensually developed by experts in the Member States and taught, voluntarily, in 
secondary schools in the 23 official languages to form the basis of a common European 
knowledge;
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7. Considers that the Budgetary Authority should further increase funds for schools, 
universities and NGOs which support EU studies and EU communication  in the Member 
States;

8.  Proposes that EU Institutions create a new educational project called the European Open 
University, a university that is open and free for Union citizens, irrespective of their 
nationality, age and qualifications; proposes that a comprehensive curriculum (consisting 
of the history, objectives, institutions, policies and the future of the EU) be developed for 
it by leading professors in the 27 Member States; proposes that the European Open 
University also use the most developed technologies, such as various e-learning and 
webinar forms, along with traditional courses, in order to reach the largest possible 
public, enabling everyone who wishes to to attend the courses;   

9. Calls on the Commission to make available to the public, through service contracts 
ensuring full editorial independence, TV programmes in all 23 official languages, 
following the example of services provided by Euronews; considers that the Budgetary 
Authority should make available the necessary funding;

10. Welcomes the idea of EU Tube, as with almost 1,7 million viewers, it is a unique tool 
with which to communicate EU policies to young internet users; also calls on the 
Commission to prepare guidelines on efficient internet campaigns and share them with 
other EU institutions;

11. Welcomes the abovementioned Commission Communication ‘Communicating about 
Europe via the Internet’ which sets out clear objectives as to how the Europa website can 
be turned into a service-oriented web 2.0 site; urges the Commission to complete 
construction of the new site as early as 2009, believes that the new website should 
provide forum for citizens to share their opinions and participate in online polls; 

12. Considers that encouraging EU officials to give regular interviews to the media helps to 
fill the communication gap between the institutions and citizens, thus helping to give the 
EU a  more human face;

13. Considers the Europe Direct network an important tool for answering citizens' queries by 
mail or by free telephone call from anywhere the EU, a tool which should be further 
publicized;

14. Believes that the EU institutions should initiate further discussions on Europe, and 
immediately put into practise the concepts laid down in the Joint Declaration 
'Communicating Europe in Partnership', in the abovementioned White Paper on a 
European Communication Policy and in the abovementioned Communication 
’Communicating Europe in Partnership';

15. Believes that the EU institutions and the Members States should coordinate their 
communication efforts and build a partnership with civil society in order to exploit the 
possible synergies;
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16. Calls on the Commission to publicise more widely the internet consultations on EU 
policies and initiatives so as to ensure that all stakeholders, especially small and medium-
sized enterprises and local NGOs are involved in the debate;

17. Considers that clarifying the political differences between the EU political parties would 
help citizens to identify themselves with and choose between various concepts on the 
future of Europe, and proposes that all parties present their manifesto for the 2009 
European parliamentary elections;

18. Proposes that the Commission launch a website where all NGOs, public institutions and 
private individuals may share their experiences of their EU communication projects; calls 
on the Commission to collect and publish on this webpage the experiences of 
beneficiaries of the activities funded under Plan D;

19. Calls on the Commission to launch local, small-scale EU communication campaigns with 
the involvement of local NGOs, instead of expensive and ineffective Europe-wide 
campaigns; calls on the Commission to disseminate the best practises identified from 
such campaigns;

20.  Calls on the Commission to make better use of the audiovisual material available on 
Europe by Satellite by establishing links with local television channels and community 
media that are interested in obtaining such material for broadcasting, in order to reach 
wider audience;

21. Considers that the EU institutions should incorporate the conclusions of local debates 
organised under the aegis of the Plan D into their policies, and take into consideration the 
expectations that citizens have of the EU when deciding on new legislation;

22. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the European Council, the 
Commission, the Council of Ministers, the Court of Justice, the Court of Auditors, the 
Committee of the Regions, the Economic and Social Committee and the governments and 
parliaments of the Member States.
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EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

Europe is the Old Continent for those, whose ancestors left it for asylum or a better future in 
the past. Europe is the Continent of Hope for those who arrive here from poverty or tyranny. 
Europe is a Promise for those Europeans who live in the Balkans or in Eastern Europe, and 
who believe that the would-be accession to the European Union will bring them into the club 
of the privileged ones. And Europe is the European Union, the alliance of the twenty-seven 
Member States, whose citizens seldom share the optimistic illusions of the outsiders about the 
EU: they more often criticize or even deny the advantages of the Union. The professionals of 
the EU communication do their best to spread the fruits of European integration, but their 
efforts sometimes resemble more to a lecture than to a dialogue with the citizens. For that 
reason, your Rapporteur encourages the European Institutions to initiate active dialogue with 
citizens, in which they - the rank-and-file citizens, representatives of NGO-s, journalists and 
media workers - can tell us how they would communicate the advantages of European 
integration. Your Rapporteur organized conferences with representatives of NGOs, Green 
activists and journalists in Hungary, as well as collected their recommendations via e-mails. 
One of those conferences took place in Budapest with more than hundred active participants, 
the others were held in Miskolc and Békéscsaba. Your Rapporteur's timeframe and capacity 
did not allow to organise such conferences in other Member States, but it would be very 
useful to do so in the future. 

Those who are involved in or study European issues, usually know and understand the 
meaning of European integration. However, Eurobarometer surveys show that the less 
educated and less affluent citizens are, the more likely they will oppose further European 
integration. The European idea mostly reaches the well-educated, wealthy segment of the 
European society. The less educated and less affluent citizens get little information on 
European policies, which, moreover, target mostly the students and the young professionals. 
That is the reason why your Rapporteur urges the Commission to extend its dialogue to new 
target groups by designing non-elite targeted communication plans, thus involving in EU 
affairs people living in small towns and villages, the working class and the retired. Having 
communication plans only for the elite and students is not enough: county people, blue collar 
workers and pensioners should be targeted as well. 

Television is the one of the most important tools to reach ordinary, rank and file citizens. 
Therefore, your Rapporteur calls on the Commission to make available TV programmes on 
European issues to the public, through service contracts ensuring full editorial independence, 
in all 23 official languages. This would contribute to the increase of the proportion of EU-
related news in the media, which is currently 10% in the Member States and falls even behind 
the proportion of USA–related news. As our journalists are not worse or less talented than the 
American ones, such television channel, which may be the Euronews,  should reach the 
influence, the professional standard and the popularity of CNN. It is also unacceptable that 
Euronews - an EU co-financed project – does not broadcast in all official languages of the 
Member States. Commission should find financial sources for such purpose. Euronews should 
also realize - and show in its programmes - that Europe is not equal with some big Western 
European countries; Finland, Hungary or Bulgaria are also part of our common Europe.  
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Young and well educated people can, most of all, be reached by internet. The Communication 
on ‘Communicating about Europe via the Internet - Engaging the citizens’ sets out clear 
objectives on turning the Europa website into a service-oriented web2.0 site, which would 
give opportunity for feedback on the basis of the citizens' opinions and for active dialogue. 
The new site should be opened before the 2009 European Parliament elections to make it 
capable of effectively inform the citizens on European issues. EUtube is also an interesting 
project, however, it has less than 8000 subscribers and rather few visits comparing with 
Youtube programs, so it has to be improved to reach more viewers.

Europe has common history, but it is taught and understood in different ways in the Member 
States, which even differs in some regions. Thus, your Rapporteur proposes to work out a 
one-year common European curriculum on the history of Europe after 1945 to be used in 
secondary education, consensually developed by the experts of the Member States in the 23 
official languages. It should also cover the history and the working mechanism of the 
European Union, including the rights of its citizens. This curriculum might be voluntarily 
adopted in the Member States to form the basis of a common European knowledge in 
secondary schools. Your Rapporteur also welcomes the idea of opening a Museum of the 
European History in Brussels, near to the building of the European Parliament. Your 
Rapporteur welcomes the idea of a Hungarian professor, and following his advice, proposes 
the foundation of a European Open University. This should be open and free for all European 
citizens, irrespective of their nationality, age and qualification. The comprehensive curriculum 
of the European Open University would cover the history, objectives, institutions, policies and 
the possible future of the European Union. The University could work in the buildings of 
existing educational institutions in co-operation with the Commission, and would be one of 
the means to put into practice the recent Joint Declaration on Communicating Europe 
in Partnership. However, it should also use the most developed technologies, such as various 
e-learning and webinar forms, to reach the largest possible public, and thus everyone, who is 
willing to, can attend the courses.

Few European citizens recognize the common goals and the different views of the European 
political parties. If the political differences among the European Parties are visible, it can help 
the citizens to identify themselves with various concepts on the future of Europe. Therefore, 
your Rapporteur proposes that all European Parties announce their manifesto for the 2009 
European Parliament Elections in a longer and shorter form as well, to reach different 
segments of the society.
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